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Forum: Challenges & Duels
Topic: 2005 Crossover
Subject: Mine and my partners entry
Posted by: Winterhawk
Posted on: 2005/3/7 20:28:12

I have been told that I have misinterpreted the original message sent to me and that it was in no way
suppose to accuse me or anyone of fixing the polls And frankly I believe the person and I hold no ill
will against them. I have also received a few PM's and e-mails regarding this subject (both good and
bad). 

Since becoming a moderator, I have always done the polls for the challenges and the awards we
have tried various methods of doing this to avoid cheating and get rid of any unfair advantage
(perceived or real). I might be naive but I really thought people would vote on the work from its merit
and it didn't matter what was said. I never really cared if I won or not, I am one of those guys that
talks a lot of sh!t when I am playing games or competing in any type of competition. Even when I
suck at something I talk like I am the king and most of my friends do as well, I find this funny, as do
the people I hang out with.

Being a moderator has good and bad points. I am chalking this up to a bad point. 

No lynch mobs are require, I am fine with this, it is not a big deal. I have worked things out with the
person that sent me the message and I believe that that did not mean things the way I interpreted
them.

It also appears mine and my partners picture is back and that Optical is going to be the impartial
party to review the votes. I hope this settles it.
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